
Impact of lifestyle choices on health and 
improvements to diagnosis

Datec/wk

Key words:

Which lifestyle 
choice is MOST 

dangerous to health 
in your opinion?



By the end of this lesson YOU will:

Identify lifestyle factors affecting health and new technologies 
used for better diagnosis

Give detail about life style factors and the new technologies and 
explain how they link to disease

Analyse the similarities and differences between periods in 
relation to lifestyle & diagnosis



Lifestyle: the way in which a person lives

Lifestyle factors 
affecting health  

Smoking

Drinking 
alcohol

Lack of 
exercise

Poor diet

Poverty

Stress

Unprotected 
sex

Tanning 
(sunbeds/sun

bathing)

TASK: Copy the 
diagram – then 
draw an arrow 
from each life 

style choice and 
add a health 

problem 



Lifestyle across the periods
Ancient/Medieval Renaissance Industrial Modern

Use of 
thermometers 
and barometers 
– heat caused 
disease

Henry VIII closed 
bathhouses

Transferences –
slept in same 
room as a sheep



Explain one way in which understanding of the cause of disease and 
illness was similar in 1300 to the present day (4 marks)

TIPS: Think about similarities in ideas about the cause of disease and illness from Medieval –
today
• Say what the similarity is
In 1300 they had similar ideas about the cause of illness as we do today, for example both…
• Give back up/detail about both periods to prove they believe this
In 1300…
Today…

In 1300 they had similar ideas about the cause of illness as we do today, 
for example both go by the idea that lifestyle and poor lifestyle choices 
cause ill health. In 1300 Hippocrates talked about the imbalance of 
humours causing disease and advised moderation and the idea of not 
eating too much. Regimen Sanitatis was also a set of rules about 
maintaining good health due to the link with lifestyle causing disease. 
Today we have understanding that lifestyle choices such as smoking, a 
poor diet, drinking alcohol, lack of exercise cause disease therefore this 
is discouraged by health professionals and the government. This shows 
that lifestyle factors were seen to cause disease in both periods. 



What machines/technologies are 
used both in hospitals or in homes 

to diagnose illness/disease?
Think about:

-heart problems
-issues with the brain

-cancer
-checking the baby in pregnancy

-broken bones
-diabetes

-high blood pressure



• Blood tests
• Blood sugar monitors
• Blood pressure monitors
• X Ray
• MRI Scan
• CT scan
• endoscope

RESEARCH use the iPad or 
textbook
1. What are they used for?
2. Date from which they have been 

used





How has diagnosis changed over time?

Ancient/Medieval Renaissance Industrial Modern



Explain one way in which methods of diagnosing illness was different 
in 1600 to the present day (4 marks)

TIPS: Think about differences in methods of diagnosis – what did they do in the Renaissance 
to diagnose? What do they do today that is different?
• Say what they did in the Renaissance & what they do differently today. 
• In 1600 they… It is different today, they…
• Give back up/detail about both periods to prove they did this
They did this in 1600 because…
Whereas today they… because… In 1600 they checked for symptoms only. It is different today, 

they use technology to diagnose. 
They did this in 1600 because Thomas Sydenham encouraged 
physicians to observe the patient and look at treating symptoms 
together.  Whereas today they use technology such as ECG’s, X 
Rays, Ultra sound scans, blood monitors to diagnose a specific 
illness or disease, this is due to the invention of new technologies 
generally funded by the government in hospitals. 
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